
Let's make electricity
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Eco Charge Generator - Model DXⅡworksheet

Experiment 1: Making electricity with hand-cranked generator.
Generation of electricity experiment 
1)Attach miniature light bulb to hand-cranked generator and turn the handle slowly.
2)Turn the handle faster, and see if there is any difference in brightness of the miniature light bulb
3)Turn the handle in reverse direction, and observe what happens to the miniature light bulb
4)Replace the miniature light bulb with the Light Emitting Diode (LED), and turn the handle the same way. 

At the same time, compare it with the one with the miniature light bulb and see the difference. 
(If the difference is hard to see, swap the LED and miniature light bulb several times

5)With the LED one, spin the handle faster and see the effect on the LED brightness
6)Still with the LED one, now turn the handle the other direction and see what happens with the LED

hand-cranked generator

light emitting diode (LED)miniature light bulb

miniature light bulb light emitting diode (LED)

Let's summarize the result of experiment below 

Response when Turning 
the Handle

When Turning the 
Handle Slowly

When Turning the 
Handle at Faster Speed

When Turning Handle 
in Reverse Direction

7) Replace it with a motor and turn the handle in the same way. Compare the difference in turning 
response with that of the miniature light bulb
8) Find out if there is any difference in rotation when you turn the handle faster.
9) Find out what happens to the rotation when you turn the handle opposite directions.
10) Replace it with buzzer and turn the handle in the same way.
11) Turn the handle, and see if there is any difference in the sound
12) Turn the handle in reverse direction, and observe the difference with the buzzer

buzzermotor

Let's summarize the result of experiment below 

Response when 
Turning the Handle

When Turning the 
Handle Slowly

When Turning the 
Handle at Faster Speed

When Turning Handle 
in Reverse Direction

motor buzzer

☆Please fill in the blank about generation of electricity 
●When I generate electricity slowly, electricity will generate (                    ), and when I generate 
electricity fast, it will generate (                    ).
●When I generate electricity in opposite direction, the flow of electricity will (                      ). 

☆Summarize what you have learnt about the generation of electricity



Is the Made Stored Electricity Usable?

Experiment 2: Using a capacitor (also known 
as an electrical condenser) to store electricity

Energy Storage Experiment: Storing Electrical 
energy in an Electrical Condenser

1)Attach the condenser to the hand-cranked 
generator, and keep the switch turned off. 

2) Once the notification light is lit, remove 
condenser from hand-cranked generator. 

While the electricity is being stored, 
how was the feeling like when you 
were turning the handle?

switch off

switch off

The Use of stored electricity 
3)Let's find out what happens when the electrical condenser is attached to the miniature light bulb, and 
when the switch is turned on. Similarly, let's find out what happens to the LED, the motor and the buzzer

switch on

☆What happened to the LED?

☆What happened to motor?

☆What happened to the miniature 
light bulb?

☆What happened to buzzer?

☆Write words about what changes there are to the electricity in the brackets provided ( )

●When the miniature light bulb and LED lighted up, the electricity was changed into ( ) 

●When the motor came on, the electricity was changed into ( )

●When the buzzer came on, the electricity was changed into ( )

Making Comparisons between the miniature light bulb and the LED

4) With the method to store 
electricity using the condenser 
in (1), compare the duration of 
light-up time between the 
miniature light bulb and the LED

switch on

switch on

miniature light bulb 
light emitting 

diode

miniature 
light bulb 

☆Let's summarize the results of the experiment below 

lighting time
Strength of 

electrical current

ampere

ampere

miniature light bulb 

condenser
ammeter(available 
for use in the school)

electrical clip

Let's try! Check the 
strength of electricity 
by connecting an 
ammeter 

Let's Try Making Something with Electricity!

Condenser car

power 
generation car

power generation light

generation light with 
stored electricity 

Let's think about what you have around you that uses power generation and storage.

light emitting diode

light emitting diode


